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JURISDICTION AND PROCEEDINGS BELOW
The Utah Court of Appeals has original jurisdiction of this appeal pursuant to Utah Code
Ann. § 78-2a-3(2)(h) (1996). This is an appeal from an order entered in a domestic relations case.
ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW
1.

Did die trial court abuse its discretion in awarding Ms. Rasmussen $850.00 per

month in alimony?
STANDARD OF REVIEW: Abuse of discretion. Chambers v. Chambers, 840 P.2d
841, 843 (Utah Ct. App. 1992)
2.

Did the trial court abuse its discretion in distributing the debt of the parties?
STANDARD OF REVIEW: Abuse of discretion. Peterson v. Peterson, 818 P.2d 1305,

1307 (Utah Ct. App. 1991)
3.

Did the trial court abuse its discretion in ordering Mr. Rasmussen to pay attorney's

fees?
STANDARD OF REVIEW: Abuse of discretion. Moon v. Moon, 973 P.2d 431, 439
(Utah Ct. App. 1999)
CONTROLLING STATUTES
1.

Utah Code Ann. § 30-3-3 (1998)

2.

Utah Code Ann. § 30-3-5(7) (1998)

3.

Utah Code Ann. § 78-2a-3(2)(h) (1996)

4.

Utah Code Ann. § 78-45-7.5 (Supp. 1999)
STATEMENT OF CASE

1.

The parties terminated a fourteen (14) year marriage in a trial before the District

Court of Sanpete County on the 29th day of March, 1999.
1

2.

Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and a proposed Decree of

Divorce were then prepared by Ms. Rasmussen's counsel.
3.

Mr. Rasmussen filed a Motion to Reconsider or in the Alternative to Amend the

Judgment on May 4,1999.
4.

On May 5, 1999, the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Decree of

Divorce were entered by the court.
5.

A hearing was held on the Motion to Reconsider or in the Alternative to Amend the

Judgment on July 9,1999.
6.

The court issued its own Amended Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and

Amended Decree of Divorce on September 15,1999.
7.

The following facts are relevant to the issues presented for review:
a.

Ms. Rasmussen's gross income is $175.00 per month. (See Amended

Findings of Fact, f 5, R. 134; Trial Transcript at p. 166,1. 12, R. 149)
b.

Mr. Rasmussen's gross income is $4,075.00 per month. (See Trial Transcnpt

at p. 166,1. 7; Amended Findings of Fact, f 5, R. 134; and Reconsideration Transcnpt, p. 3,
1. 21 and p. 4,1. 2-4, R. 150).
c.

Child support is ordered by Mr. Rasmussen in the amount of $1,216.00 per

month. (See Amended Findings of Fact, ^[5, R. 134; Amended Decree of Divorce, ^|3, R.
142)
d.

Ms. Rasmussen has a need of $3,000.00 per month for family expenses. (See

Amended Findings of Fact, f 6, R. 134)
e.

Mr. Rasmussen has a need for living expenses in the sum of $1,800.00 per

month. (See Amended Findings of Fact, f 6, R. 134)
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f.

. Mr. Rasmussen is ordered to pay Ms. Rasmussen as alimony die sum of

$850.00 per month beginning April 1999. (See Amended Findings of Fact, f 6, R. 135;
Amended Decree of Divorce f 4, R. 142)
g.

Ms. Rasmussen is required to pay the following debts and obligations and

indemnify the Mr. Rasmussen therefrom:
i.

A. Farley - $375.00

ii.

Nephi Medical Clinic - $350.00

iii.

J.C. Penney - $200.00

iv.

Mervyns - $50.00

v.

Sears-$1,300.00

vi.

Swift Cash-$481.00

vii.

The mortgage on the home and real property

(See Amended Findings of Fact, f 9, R. 135; Amended Decree of Divorce, f 7, R. 142-3; Trial
Exhibit 3)
h.

Mr. Rasmussen is ordered to pay all the marital debts to include the

following:
i.

Credit card debt to First USA-$4,881.23

ii.

Credit card debt to First Security Bank-$16,000.00

iii.

All other marital debt not otherwise listed.

(See Amended Findings of Fact %9, R. 135-6; Amended Decree of Divorce, ^7, R. 143; Trial
Exhibit 24; Financial Declaration, R. 79)
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i.

The Mr. Rasmussen was ordered to pay $5,907.00 as a judgment for an

award of one-half of the pension plan accumulated during the marriage. (See Amended
Findings of Fact, %l\, R. 136; Amended Decree of Divorce, %99 R. 143)
j.

Mr. Rasmussen was ordered to pay Ms. Rasmussen $1,000.00 in attorney's

fees. (See Amended Findings of Fact, ^fl4, R. 136; Amended Decree of Divorce ^[12, R. 144)
k.

The net monthly income for Mr. Rasmussen is $3,176.00. (See

Reconsideration Transcript, p. 4,1. 21; Exhibit 12 to the Trial Transcript; Trial Transcript, p.
114,1. 1; Trial Exhibit 23)
1.

Ms. Rasmussen is enrolled in a six-year pre-nursing program. (See Amended

Findings of Fact, flS, R. 134)
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS
1.

The third prong of the Jones analysis requires Mr. Rasmussen to have the ability to

pay alimony. Using the numbers established by the court, the math does not support the award.
2.

Mr. Rasmussen was ordered to pay debt which, according to the court's other

findings, he had no ability to pay.
3.

In the award of attorney's fees, the court must find that the Mr. Rasmussen had the

ability to pay these fees. The math, again, does not support the finding that Mr. Rasmussen has the
ability to pay the award.
ARGUMENT
T H E ALIMONY AWARD IS N O T SUPPORTED BY T H E E V I D E N C E

Utah statute and case law is clear with regarding to the issue of alimony. Utah Code Ann.
§ 30-3-5(7)(a) (1998) requires that "the Court shall consider at least the following factors in
considering alimony:
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I) 's..
ii)
iii)
iv)

The
The
The
The

financial conditions and needs of the recipient spouse;
recipient's earning capacity or ability to produce income;
ability of the payer spouse to provide support;
length of the marriage.

The statute also provides that "[a]s a general rule, the Court should look at the standard of
living, existing at the time of separation, in determining alimony in accordance with Subsection (a)."
Utah Code Ann. § 30-3-5(7)(c) (1998).
Utah case law is consistent with the statute. The Utah Supreme Court has stated as follows
in regard to alimony:
We require that a trial court, in setting alimony, attempt to provide support for the
receiving spouse sufficient to maintain as nearly as possible at the standard of living
enjoyed during the marriage. In determining the amount of the award necessary to
accomplish the same, the trial court must make adequate findings and conclusions
demonstrating that it has considered three factors:
(I)
The financial conditions and needs of the party seeking alimony;
(ii)
the party's ability to produce a sufficient income;
(iii)
the ability of the other party to provide support.
Noble v. Noble, 761 P.2d 1369,1372 (Utah 1988); see also Jones v. Jones, 700 P.2d 1072,1075 (Utah
1985); Paffelv. Paffel, 732 P.2d 96,100-01 (Utah 1986); English v. English, 565 P.2d 409, 412 (Utah
1977); Crompton v. Crompton, 888 P.2d 686, 689 (Utah Ct. App. 1994).
The Utah Code also requires income imputation under certain circumstances. While the
imputation of income is addressed in the child support arena, the same policy applies to alimony
because the parties have a duty to support themselves as well. Utah Code Ann. § 78-45-7.5(7)
(Supp. 1999) deals with the issue of imputation of income with regard to child support and provides
that the Court must make a finding that a parent is voluntarily unemployed or underemployed, and
that imputation of income should be based upon work employment potential and probably earnings
as derived from work history, occupation qualifications, and prevailing earnings for persons of
similar backgrounds in the community. The statute further provides that if a parent has no recent

5

work history, incpme should be imputed at the federal minimum wage for a 40-hour work week.
Utah Code Ann. § 78-45-7.5(a), (b) (Supp. 1999). The court found that Ms. Rasmussen was enrolled
in a six-year pre-nursing program but made no findings that Ms. Rasmussen could not work.
The Supreme Court has imposed an explicit requirement of employment on both spouses
after a divorce. Carter v. Carter, 584 P.2d 904,905 (Utah 1978). "One of the important factors is that
it should be the policy of the law to encourage one receiving alimony to seek employment." Id. at
905. This is true even when minor children are in the home. Even in Fletcher, where there were
minor children ranging in age from four to eight, the court limited the wife's income to part-time
employment. Fletcher v. Fletcher, 615 P.2d 1218,1223 (Utah 1980). In this case, even though the
minor children are all in school, the court did not require Ms. Rasmussen to obtain part-time
employment, which defeats the public policy of encouraging Ms. Rasmussen to seek employment.
Ms. Rasmussen is thirty-four (34) years of age and there was no evidence of any health problems
that would restrict her ability to obtain a minimum wage job on a part-time basis.
The Court found that Ms. Rasmussen's need was $3,000.00 per month for living expenses.
The second prong of the analysis is Ms. Rasmussen's ability to provide for her own need. With
income of $175.00 per month and child support of $1,216.00 per month there is still an unmet need
of $1,609.00.
The final prong of the analysis is Mr. Rasmussen's ability to pay. Mr. Rasmussen has a net
monthly income of $3,172.00. After subtracting child support of $1,216.00 and the courtestablished living expenses required by Mr. Rasmussen of $1,800.00, the remaining amount for
alimony from his net pay is $156.00 and not the $850.00 ordered by the court. Net income and not
gross income should be used in calculating Mr. Rasmussen's ability to pay. Christensen v. Christensen,
667 P.2d 592 (Utah 1983).
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In 1995 subsection 7 of Utah Code Ann. § 30-3-5 was added. The Utah Code provides for
an equalization of the parties standards of living. Utah Code Ann § 30-3-5(7)(d) (Supp. 1999)
provides that "[t]he Court may, under appropriate circumstances, attempt to equalize the parties'
respective standards of living."
Equalizing the parties' respective standards of living, however has been considered
appropriate by our appellate courts in marriages of long duration where each have made substantial
contributions to the marriage, where one party has superior income and where the parties' postseparation expenses exceed available income. Williamson v. Williamson, 983 P.2d 1103, 1106 (Utah
Ct. App. 1999).

rr

This in-depth consideration of the parties' circumstances is necessary
to fulfill the goal of alimony, which is to equalize the parties'
standards of living, not just their incomes, in those cases in which
insufficient resources exist to satisfy both parties' legitimate needs."
Id.
Equalizing the parties' standard of living, provides that alimony should attempt to put the
parties on an equal footing financially. See, e.g., Godfrey v. Godfrey, 854 P.2d 585 (Utah Ct. App. 1993).
The cases stated that an alimony award should, to the extent possible, equalize the parties' respective
post-divorce living standards and maintain them at a level as close as possible to that standard of
living enjoyed during the marriage (at the time of separation). Gardner v. Gardner, 748 P.2d 1076,
1081 (Utah 1988).
Mr. Rasmussen cannot afford the alimony awarded as he is not left with ample resources to
provide himself widi a standard of living close to the one he enjoyed at the time of separation.
MR. RASMUSSEN H A S N o ABILITY T O PAY D E B T S

The unequal distribution of debt is not in and of itself an abuse of discretion. What makes it
an abuse of discretion in this particular instance is the fact that after awarding alimony and child
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support with Mr* Rasmussen's net income and own personal financial needs (as found by the court)
the order to pay these debts was impossible. The law cannot equitably insist that a party perform
the impossible.
In the Utah Appellate Court decision of Rehn v. Rehny 974 P.2d 306, 311 (Utah Ct. App.
1999) the court held:
To be sufficient, the findings should also address (the obligor's)
needs and expenditures such as housing, payment of debts, and other
living expenses.
(Emphasis added).
Although the court was talking about alimony in that case, it is clear that debts need to be a
part of the calculation and were not addressed in the calculation of this case.
MR. RASMUSSEN H A S N O ABILITY T O PAY M S . RASMUSSEN'S ATTORNEY'S F E E S

When the monthly debt payment of $407.00 is added to child support and alimony, Mr.
Rasmussen is paying 78% of his net pay. This leaves him less that $700.00 per month on which to
live. Even though the court's own finding was that he needed $1,800.00 for living expenses.
It is well-established that the trial court has the ability to award attorney's fees if certain
requirements are met and set forth in its findings. In Rehn, the court held: "such an award must be
based upon sufficient findings addressing the financial need of the recipient spouse; the ability of the
other spouse to pay; and the reasonableness of the fees." Id at 313.
The court in this case made no finding of reasonableness but, more egregious, did not find
that Mr. Rasmussen had the ability to pay. In fact, with the math computations already shown, there
is insufficient financial ability for attorney's fees to be paid by Mr. Rasmussen. The lack of findings
addressing Mr. Rasmussen's ability are fatal to the award. The amount of payments ordered by the
court are in excess of the Mr. Rasmussen's ability to pay even before the award of attorney's fees.
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The court states Mr. Rasmussen can pay, but its own findings do not bear out that conclusion.
Merely saying the Mr. Rasmussen has the ability to pay does not make it so.
CONCLUSION
Mr. Rasmussen requests this court to remand to the lower court to:
1.

Make findings as to Ms. Rasmussen's ability to earn income to support herself.

2.

Make specific findings as to Mr. Rasmussen's ability to pay alimony and debts and in

what amount (if any).
3.

Determine if income equalization is appropriate in this case.

4.

Make specific findings as to Mr. Rasmussen's ability to pay attorney's fees, if any.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this

/S

day of March 2000.
SCALLEY & READING, P.C.

:e Reading
Attcfciey for Respondent/Appellant
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HUSBAND AND WIFE

30-3-2

tion or dissolution of marriage, 65 A.L.R.4th
522.
Insanity as defense to divorce or separation
suit — post-1950 cases, 67 A.L.R.4th 277.
Divorce and separation: effect of court order
prohibiting sale or transfer of property on part / s right to change beneficiary of insurance
policy, 68 A.L.R.4th 929.
Joinder of tort action between spouses with
proceeding for dissolution of marriage, 4
A.L.R.5th 972.

Doctrine of forum non conveniens: assumption or denial of jurisdiction of action involving
matrimonial dispute, 55 A.L.R.5th 647.
Pre-emptive effect of Employee Retirement
Income Security Act (ERISA) provisions (29
USC §§ 1056(d)(3), 1144(a), 1144(b)(7)) with
reS pect to orders entered in domestic relations
proceedings, 116 A.L.R. Fed. 503.

30-3-2. Right of husband to divorce.
The husband may in all cases obtain a divorce from his wife for the same
causes and in the same manner as the wife may obtain a divorce from her
husband.
History: R.S. 1898 & CJL 1907, § 1209;
C.L. 1917, § 2997; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 403-2.
NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS
Both parties at fault.
Cruel treatment.
Cited.
Both parties at fault.
Marriage may be dissolved by making a
grant of divorce to each party where each was
equally at fault. Mullins v. Mullins, 26 Utah 2d
82, 485 P.2d 663 (1971).

Cruel treatment.
Acts constituting cruel conduct sufficient to
cause great mental distress need not be aggravated and more severe when directed toward
the husband than when directed toward the
wife. Hansen v. Hansen, 537 P.2d 491 (Utah
1975).
Cited in Jensen v. Bowcut, 892 P.2d 1053
(Utah Ct. App. 1995), cert, denied, 899 P.2d
1231 (Utah 1995).

30-3-3. Award of costs, attorney and witness fees — Temporary alimony.
(1) In any action filed under Title 30, Chapter 3, 4, or 6, and in any action
to establish an order of custody, visitation, child support, alimony, or division
of property in a domestic case, the court may order a party to pay the costs,
attorney fees, and witness fees, including expert witness fees, of the other
party to enable the other party to prosecute or defend the action. The order
may include provision for costs of the action.
(2) In any action to enforce an order of custody, visitation, child support,
alimony, or division of property in a domestic case, the court may award costs
and attorney fees upon determining that the party substantially prevailed
upon the claim or defense. The court, in its discretion, may award no fees or
limited fees against a party if the courtfindsthe party is impecunious or enters
in the record the reason for not awarding fees.
(3) In any action listed in Subsection (1), the court may order a party to
provide money, during the pendency of the action, for the separate support and
maintenance of the other party and of any children in the custody of the other
party.
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DIVORCE

30-3-3

(4) Orders entered under this section prior to entry of the final order or
judgment may be amended during the coxirse of the action or in the final order
or judgment.
History: C. 1953, 30-3-3, enacted by L.
1993, ch. 137, § 1.
Repeals and Reenactments. — Laws
1993, ch. 72, § 10 repeals former § 30-3-3,
Utah Code Annotated 1953, allowing a court to

order either party to pay for the separate support and maintenance of the adverse party and
the children, and enacts the present section,
effective May 3, 1993.

NOTES TO DECISIONS
Compiler's Notes. — In 1997, the Utah
legislature changed the designation of parties
in domestic relations cases from "plaintiff" and
"defendant" to "petitioner" and "respondent."
Annotations from decisions before the amendments will not reflect these changes in terminology.
ANALYSIS

Appeal from order.
Attorney fees.
—Appeal.
—Award to attorney not permitted.
—Contesting petition for modification.
—Need,
—Reasonable.
Attorney's lien on alimony.
Contempt proceedings.
Costs and expenses on appeal.
Discretion of trial court.
Enforcement of order or decree.
Jurisdiction.
Mandamus.
Order of court.
Stipulation and effect thereof.
Temporary alimony.
Cited.
Appeal from order.
Where there were no findings or evidence in
record as to attorney's fees, Supreme Court
remanded issue for disposition by trial court
but allowed wife's attorney $100 for services
rendered with reference to husband's appeal
from judgment modifying divorce decree. Parish v. Parish, 84 Utah 390, 35 P.2d 999 (1934).
Supreme Court assumed that evidence supported award of suit money to wife where no
testimony as to wife's need was before the court
on appeal on judgment roll from the decree of
no cause of action in husband and awarding of
expenses of suit, attorney's fees and temporary
alimony to wife. Weiss v. Weiss, 111 Utah 353,
179 P.2d 1005 (1947).
Court should have made findings regarding
need for reimbursement and ability to pay
when one party sought reimbursement of accounting costs that had been incurred in prosecuting the action. Rappleye v. Rappleye, 855

P.2d 260 (Utah Ct. App. 1993).
Attorney fees.
Where decree of divorce was obtained by
mother of minor children against father, who
was required to pay certain sum periodically for
support, care, maintenance, and education of
such children, and he, without sufficient cause,
refused to comply with decree, as result of
which mother was compelled to bring proceedings against him, father was required to pay
counsel fees in such proceedings. Tribe v. Tribe,
59 Utah 112, 202 P. 213 (1921).
Court properly awarded attorney's fees to
wife in subsequent proceeding on application of
wife for arrears in alimony. Christensen v.
Christensen, 65 Utah 597, 239 P. 501 (1925).
While fact that wife is able to pay expenses of
defending husband's divorce suit or to obtain
credit therefor should be considered by court in
determining whether to make award for expenses of suit and amount thereof, such fact
alone does not show that award is unjustified,
and consequently fact that award to wife for
expenses of defending suit was made after
expenses were paid or credit extended therefor
did not render award erroneous as showing
that she had no need therefor. Weiss v. Weiss,
111 Utah 353, 179 P.2d 1005 (1947).
Although there was no detailed presentation
of facts establishing the usual requisite factors
to support an award of attorney's fees, trial
court did not abuse its discretion in awarding
attorney fees to plaintiff to enable her to prosecute an action to enforce a provision of the
divorce decree where the facts implicit in the
proceeding and the evidence necessarily presented to the trial court, together with the de
minimis nature of the award, constituted a
sufficient basis to sustain the exercise of trial
court's discretion. Beardall v. Beardall, 629 P.2d
425 (Utah 1981).
Trial court properly denied wife's request for
attorney fees in divorce proceeding where she
offered no evidence at trial to show the nature
or amount of any attorney fees incurred or any
need for court-ordered assistance in the payment of such fees. Warren v. Warren, 655 P.2d
684 (Utah 1982).
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30-3-4.1

HUSBAND AND WIFE

lieve him from liability for the payment of
support money under a prior separate mainte-

nance judgment. Alfred v. Alfred, 12 Utah 2d
325, 366 P.2d 478 (1961).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. JUT. 2d. — 24 Am. Jur. 2d Divorce and
Separation §§ 274 et seq., 421.
C.J.S. — 27A C.J.S. Divorce §§ 143,230-233.
A.L.R. — Power of court to vacate decree of
divorce or separation upon request of both
parties, 3 A.L.R.3d 1216.
Power of court to award absolute divorce in
favor of party who desires only limited decree,
or vice versa, 14 A.L.R.3d 703.
Nunc pro tunc: entering judgment or decree

of divorce nunc pro tunc, 19 A.L.R.3d 648. .
Vacating or setting aside divorce decree after
remarriage of party, 17 A.L.R.4th 1153.
Necessity that divorce court value property
before distributing it, 51 A.L.R.4th 11.
Authority of court, upon entering default
judgment, to make orders for child custody or
support which were not specifically requested
in pleadings of prevailing party, 5 A.L.R.5th
863.

30-3-4.1 to 30-3-4.4. Repealed.
Repeals. — Laws 1990, ch. 230, § 4 repeals
these sections, as last amended by L. 1989, ch.
104, §§ 2 to 5, providing for the appointment,

authority, duties, and jurisdiction of court commissioners, effective April 23, 1990.

30-3-5. Disposition of property — Maintenance and
health care of parties and children — Division of
debts — Court to have continuing jurisdiction —
Custody and visitation — Determination of alimony — Nonmeritorious petition for modification.
(1) When a decree of divorce is rendered, the court may include in it
equitable orders relating to the children, property, debts or obligations, and
parties. The court shall include the following in every decree of divorce:
(a) an order assigning responsibility for the payment of reasonable and
necessary medical and dental expenses of the dependent children;
(b) if coverage is or becomes available at a reasonable cost, an order
requiring the purchase and maintenance of appropriate health, hospital,
and dental care insurance for the dependent children;
(c) pursuant to Section 15-4-6.5:
(i) an order specifying which party is responsible for the payment of
joint debts, obligations, or liabilities of the parties contracted or
incurred during marriage;
(ii) an order requiring the parties to notify respective creditors or
obligees, regarding the court's division of debts, obligations, or liabilities and regarding the parties' separate, current addresses; and
(iii) provisions for the enforcement of these orders; and
(d) provisions for income withholding in accordance with Title 62A,
Chapter 11, Recovery Services.
(2) The court may include, in an order determining child support, an order
assigning financial responsibility for all or a portion of child care expenses
incurred on behalf of the dependent children, necessitated by the employment
or training of the custodial parent. If the court determines that the circumstances are appropriate and that the dependent children would be adequately
cared for, it may include an order allowing the noncustodial parent to provide
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child care for the dependent children, necessitated by the employment or
training of the custodial parent.
(3) The court has continuing jurisdiction to make subsequent changes or
new orders for the custody of the children and their support, maintenance,
health, and dental care, and for distribution of the property and obligations for
debts as is reasonable and necessary.
(4) (a) In determining visitation rights of parents, grandparents, and other
members of the immediate family, the court shall consider the best
interest of the child.
(b) Upon a specific finding by the court of the need for peace officer
enforcement, the court may include in an order establishing a visitation
schedule a provision, among other things, authorizing any peace officer to
enforce a court ordered visitation schedule entered under this chapter.
(5) If a petition for modification of child custody or visitation provisions of a
court order is made and denied, the court shall order the petitioner to pay the
reasonable attorneys' fees expended by the prevailing party in that action, if
the court determines that the petition was without merit and not asserted or
defended against in good faith.
(6) If a petition alleges substantial noncompliance with a visitation order by
a parent, a grandparent, or other member of the immediate family pursuant to
Section 78-32-12.2 where a visitation right has been previously granted by the
court, the court may award to the prevailing party costs, including actual
attorney fees and court costs incurred by the prevailing party because of the
other party's failure to provide or exercise court-ordered visitation.
(7) (a) The court shall consider at least the following factors in determining
alimony:
(i) the financial condition and needs of the recipient spouse;
(ii) the recipient's earning capacity or ability to produce income;
(iii) the ability of the payor spouse to provide support; and
(iv) the length of the marriage.
(b) The court may consider the fault of the parties in determining
alimony.
(c) As a general rule, the court should look to the standard of living,
existing at the time of separation, in determining alimony in accordance
with Subsection (a). However, the court shall consider all relevant facts
and equitable principles and may, in its discretion, base alimony on the
standard of living that existed at the time of trial. In marriages of short
duration, when no children have been conceived or born during the
marriage, the court may consider the standard of living that existed at the
time of the marriage.
(d) The court may, under appropriate circumstances, attempt to equalize the parties' respective standards of living.
(e) When a marriage of long duration dissolves on the threshold of a
major change in the income of one of the spouses due to the collective
efforts of both, that change shall be considered in dividing the marital
property and in determining the amount of alimony. If one spouse's
earning capacity has been greatly enhanced through the efforts of both
spouses during the marriage, the court may make a compensating
adjustment in dividing the marital property and awarding alimony.
(f) In determining alimony when a marriage of short duration dissolves,
and no children have been conceived or born during the marriage, the
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court may consider restoring each party to the condition which existed at
the time of the marriage.
(g) (i) The court has continuing jurisdiction to make substantive
changes and new orders regarding alimony based on a substantial
material change in circumstances not foreseeable at the time of the
divorce.
(ii) The court may not modify alimony or issue a new order for
alimony to address needs of the recipient that did not exist at the time
the decree was entered, unless the court finds extenuating circumstances that justify that action.
(iii) In determining alimony, the income of any subsequent spouse
of the payor may not be considered, except as provided in this
subsection.
(A) The court may consider the subsequent spouse's financial
ability to share living expenses.
(B) The court may consider the income of a subsequent spouse
if the court finds that the payor's improper conduct justifies that
consideration.
(h) Alimony may not be ordered for a duration longer than the number
of years that the marriage existed unless, at any time prior to termination
of alimony, the court finds extenuating circumstances that justify the
payment of alimony for a longer period of time.
(8) Unless a decree of divorce specifically provides otherwise, any order of
the court that a party pay alimony to a former spouse automatically terminates
upon the remarriage of that former spouse. However, if the remarriage is
annulled and found to be void ab initio, payment of alimony shall resume if the
party paying alimony is made a party to the action of annulment and his rights
are determined.
(9) Any order of the court that a party pay alimony to a former spouse
terminates upon establishment by the party paying alimony that the former
spouse is cohabitating with another person.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 1212; L.
1909, ch. 109, § 4; CJL 1917, § 3000; R.S.
1933 & C. 1943, 40-3-5; L. 1969, ch. 72, § 3;
1975, ch. 81, § 1; 1979, ch. 110, § 1; 1984, ch.
13, § 1; 1985, ch. 72, § 1; 1985, ch. 100, § 1;
1991, ch. 257, § 4; 1993, ch. 152, § 1; 1993,
ch. 261, § 1; 1994, ch. 284, § 1; 1995, ch. 330,
§ 1; 1997, ch. 232, § 4.
Amendment Notes. — The 1994 amendment, effective May 2,1994, designated Subsection (4) as (4)(a) and added Subsection (4)(b).
The 1995 amendment, effective May 1,1995,
deleted a provision from Subsection (3) for
support and maintenance orders; deleted
former Subsections (5) and (6), providing that
alimony terminates upon remarriage, or cohabitation with a member of the opposite sex,
by the payee; added Subsections (7) to (9);

renumbered former Subsections (7) and (8) as
(5) and (6); and made stylistic changes.
The 1997 amendment, effective July 1,1997,
substituted "Recovery Services" for "Parts 4
and 5" in Subsection (l)(d) and deleted Subsection (l)(e) which provided for an assesment
against the obligor for a check handling fee.
Compiler's Notes. — Laws 1995, ch. 330,
which amended this section, provides in § 2
that the Legislature does not intend that termination of alimony based on cohabitation, in
accordance with Subsection (9), "be interpreted
in any way to condone such a relationship for
any purpose."
Cross-References. — Grandparents' visitation rights, § 30-5-2.
Uniform Premarital Agreement Act, Title 30,
Chapter 8.
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except petitions constituting a challenge to a conviction of or the sentence
for afirstdegree or capital felony;
(g) appeals from the orders on petitions for extraordinary writs challenging the decisions of the Board of Pardons and Parole except in cases
involving a first degree or capital felony;
(h) appeals from district court involving domestic relations cases,
including, but not limited to, divorce, annulment, property division, child
custody, support, visitation, adoption, and paternity;
(i) appealsfromthe Utah Military Court; and
(j) cases transferred to the Court of Appealsfromthe Supreme Court.
(3) The Court of Appeals upon its own motion only and by the vote of four
judges of the court may certify to the Supreme Court for original appellate
review and determination any matter over which the Court of Appeals has
original appellate jurisdiction.
(4) The Court of Appeals shall comply with the requirements of Title 63,
Chapter 46b, Administrative Procedures Act, in its review of agency adjudicative proceedings.
History: C. 1953, 78-2a-3, enacted by L.
1986, ch. 47, { 46; 1987, ch. 161, § 304; 1988,
ch. 73, S 1; 1988, ch. 210, 5 141; 1988, ch.
248, i 8; 1990, ch. 80, { 5; 1990, ch. 224, § 3;
1991, ch. 268, S 22; 1992, ch. 127, § 12; 1994,
ch. 13, S 45; 1995, ch. 299, § 47; 1996, ch.
159, § 19; 1996, ch. 198, 5 49.
Amendment Notes. — The 1992 amendment, effective April 27, 1992, added Subsection (2Xh) and redesignated former Subsections
(2Xh) through (j) as Subsections (2Xi) through
<k).
The 1994 amendment, effective May 2,1994,
substituted "Board of Pardons and Parole" for
"Board of Pardons" in Subsection (2Xh) and
inserted "Administrative Procedures Act" in
Subsection (4).
The 1995 amendment, effective May 1,1995,
substituted "School and Institutional Trust

Lands Board of Trustees, Division of Sovereign
Lands and Forestry actions reviewed by the
executive director ofthe Department of Natural
Resources" for "Board of State Lands" in Subsection (2Xa).
The 1996 amendment by ch. 159, effective
July 1, 1996, substituted "Division of Forestry,
Fire and State Lands" for "Division of Sovereign Lands and Forestry" in Subsection (2Xa).
The 1996 amendment by ch. 198, effective
July 1, 1996, deleted former Subsection (2)(d),
listing appeals from circuit courts, and redesignated former Subsections (2Xe) to (2Xk) as
(2Xd) to (2Xj).
This section is set out as reconciled by the
Office of Legislative Research and General
Counsel.
Cross-References. — Composition and jurisdiction of military court, §§ 39-6-15,39-6-16.

NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Decisions of Board of Pardons.
Extraordinary writs.
Final order.
Habeas corpus proceedings.
Post-conviction review.
Scope.
— Sentence reduction.
Cited.
Decisions of Board of Pardons.
The Court of Appeals hears appeals from
orders on petitions for extraordinary writs challenging decisions of the Board of Pardons, except when the petition additionally challenges
the conviction of or sentence for a first degree
felony or a capital felony. Then the appeal is to
be heard by the Supreme Court. Preece v.
House, 886 P.2d 508 (Utah 1994).

Extraordinary writs.
The Court of Appeals had jurisdiction over a
petition for a writ of mandamus directed
against a judge ofthe district court based on its
authority under this section to enforce compliance with a prior order and to issue writs in aid
of its appellate jurisdiction. Barnard v. Murphy,
882 P.2d 679 (Utah Ct. App. 1994).
The term "original" in § 78-2-2(2) adds nothing to the Supreme Court's writ jurisdiction —
and its absence in Subsection (1) takes nothing
from the jurisdiction ofthe Court of Appeals —
because jurisdiction over petitions for extraordinary writs necessarily invokes a court's jurisdiction to consider a petition originally filed
with it as opposed to its appellate jurisdiction
over cases that originated elsewhere. Barnard
v. Murphy, 882 R2d 679 (Utah Ct. App. 1994).
Because, under this section, the Court of
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NOTES TO DECISIONS
ted in Brinkerhcff v. Brinkerhoff, 945 R2d
Utah Ct. App. 1997).
%$-, .<,*_•''-?. 1-.-

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
L.R. — Application of child-support guideto cases of joint-, split-, or similar shared>dy arrangements, 57 A.L.R.5th 389.

45-7.5. Determination of gross income — Imputed income.
.) As used in the guidelines, "gross income" includes:
(a) prospective income from any source, including nonearned sources,
except under Subsection (3); and
(b) income from salaries, wages, commissions, royalties, bonuses, rents,
gifts from anyone, prizes, dividends, severance pay, pensions, interest,
trust income, alimony from previous marriages, annuities, capital gains,
social security benefits, workers' compensation benefits, unemployment
compensation, disability insurance benefits, and payments from
"nonmeans-tested" government programs.
I) Income from earned income sources is limited to the equivalent of one
-time 40-hour job. However, if and only if during the time prior to the
final support order, the parent normally and consistently worked more than
hours at his job, the court may consider this extra time as a pattern in
:ulating the parent's ability to provide child support.
J) Specifically excluded from gross income are:
(a) cash assistance provided under Title 35A, Chapter 3, Part 3, Family
Employment Program;
(b) benefits received under a housing subsidy program, the Job Training
Partnership Act, Supplemental Security Income, Social Security Disability Insurance, Medicaid, Food Stamps, or General Assistance; and
(c) other similar means-tested welfare benefits received by a parent,
i) (a) Gross income from self-employment or operation of a business shall
be calculated by subtracting necessary expenses required for self-employment or business operation from gross receipts. The income and expenses
from self-employment or operation of a business shall be reviewed to
determine an appropriate level of gross income available to the parent to
satisfy a child support award. Only those expenses necessary to allow the
business to operate at a reasonable level may be deducted from gross
receipts.
'
(b) Gross income determined under this subsection may differ from the
amount of business income determined for tax purposes.
5) (a) When possible, gross income should first be computed on an annual
basis and then recalculated to determine the average gross monthly
income.
(b) Each parent shall provide verification of current income. Each
parent shall provide year-to-date pay stubs or employer statements and
complete copies of tax returns from at least the most recent year unless the
court finds the verification is not reasonably available. Verification of
income from records maintained by the Department of Workforce Services
may be substituted for pay stubs, employer statements, and income tax
returns.
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JUDICIAL CODE

202

(c) Historical and current earnings shall be used to determine whether
an underemployment or overemployment situation exists.
(6) Gross income includes income imputed to the parent under Subsection
(7).
(7) (a) Income may not be imputed to a parent unless the parent stipulates
to the amount imputed or a hearing is held and a finding made that the
parent is voluntarily unemployed or underemployed.
(b) If income is imputed to a parent, the income shall be based upon
employment potential and probable earnings as derived from work history,
occupation qualifications, and prevailing earnings for persons of similar
backgrounds in the community.
(c) If a parent has no recent work history, income shall be imputed at
least at the federal minimum wage for a 40-hour work week, l b impute a
greater income, the judge in a judicial proceeding or the presiding officer
in an administrative proceeding shall enter specific findings of fact as to
the evidentiary basis for the imputation.
(d) Income may not be imputed if any of the following conditions exist:
(i) the reasonable costs of child care for the parents' minor children
approach or equal the amount of income the custodial parent can
earn;
(ii) a parent is physically or mentally disabled to the extent he
cannot earn minimum wage;
(iii) a parent is engaged in career or occupational training to
establish basic job skills; or
(iv) unusual emotional or physical needs of a child require the
custodial parent's presence in the home.
(8) (a) Gross income may not include the earnings of a minor child who is
the subject of a child support award nor benefits to a minor child in the
child's own right such as Supplemental Security Income.
(b) Social Security benefits received by a child due to the earnings of a
parent shall be credited as child support to the parent upon whose earning
record it is based, by crediting the amount against the potential obligation
of that parent. Other unearned income of a child may be considered as
income to a parent defending upon the circumstances of each case.
History: C. 1953, 78-45-7.5, enacted by L.
1989, ch. 214, § 7; 1990, ch. 100, § 5; 1994,
ch. 118, § 7; 1996, ch. 171, § 1; 1997, ch. 29,
§ 1; 1997, ch. 174, § 68; 1997, ch. 375, § 322;
1998, ch. 53, § 3.
Amendment Notes. — The 1997 amendment by ch. 29, effective May 5, 1997, substituted "shall* for "may" in Subsection (8Kb).
The 1997 amendment by ch. 174, effective
July 1, 1997, rewrote Subsection (3Xa) which
read "Aid to Families with Dependent Children

(AFDC)" and substituted "Supplemental Security Income, Social Security Disability Insurance" for "S.S.I." in Subsection (3)(b).
The 1997 amendment by ch. 375, effective
July 1, 1997, substituted "Department of
Workforce Services" for "Office of Employment
Security" in Subsection (5Xb).
The 1998 amendment, effective May 4, 1998,
inserted "minor" before "child" twice in Subsection (8)(a).

NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Deductible expenses.
Self-employment.
Deductible expenses.
Court properly allowed only half of father's
claimed expenses for education, travel, and
entertainment deductions because the claimed

expenses significantly benefited the father and
were double the amount reasonably necessary
to allow his business to operate at a reasonable
level. Reinhart v. Reinhart, 963 R2d 757 (Utah
Ct. App. 1998).
Self-employment.
Court properly calculated father's income un-
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CHRISTINE RASMUSSEN,
Plaintiff,

AMENDED FINDINGS OF FACT
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

VC
Vo.

Case No. 984600151

LYNN JAMES RASMUSSEN,
Assigned Judge: LOUIS G. TERVORT

Defendant.

This matter having come on regularly for hearing on the 29th day of March, 1999,
Plaintiff appearing in person and being represented by her attorney, Brian C. Harrison, and the
Defendant appearing in person and being represented by his attorney, Randy Robinson, and the
court having considered the evidence submitted by the parties and being fully advised in the
premises therein; hereby enters its:
Findings of Fact
1.

Plaintiff and Defendant are actual and bonafideresidents of Sanpete County, State of
Utah, and have been for more than three months immediately prior to the commencement
of this action.

2.

Plaintiff and Defendant were married in South Jordan, Utah on February 8, 1985, and are
presently married at this time.

3.

Irreconcilable differences have developed between Plaintiff and Defendant which have
caused the irremediable breakdown of their marriage.

Notice, Case number [Case No.], Page -2-

4.

The parties have the following minor children as issue of this marriage, to-wit: Scott, Jeff,
Emily, and Zach. Plaintiff and Defendant should awarded joint custody of the minor
children of the parties with Plaintiff being awarded the actual physical custody, care and
control of said minor children, subject to Defendant's reasonable rights of visitation
which should be in accordance with the Utah State Guidelines, plus such additional
visitations as the parties may agree upon.

5.

Defendant should pay to Plaintiff as child support the sum of $ 1,216.00 per month.
i

This sum is calculated with Defendant's monthly income as $4,075.00 per month and
Plaintiff s monthly income of $175.00 per month.
Said child support payments shall be paid one-half on the 5th and on-half on the 20th of

i

each month beginning April 5,1999, and continuing thereafter until further order of the
Court.
6.

The Court finds that the parties have each over stated their monthly needs. The court
finds that the Plaintiff has needs in the sum of $3,000.00 per month for family expenses
and that the Plaintiff has the ability to earn the sum of $175.00 per month. The Court

j

finds that the Defendant has needs in the sum of $ 1,800.00 per month, and earns the sum
of $4,075.00 per month. The Court further finds that the Plaintiff has a high school
i
education, has enrolled in a pre-nursing program which will require approximately six ( 6
) years to complete in order for her to obtain her nurse practitioner license. The Court
further finds that the Defendant has the ability to provide the support for the Plaintiff and

(

.;

Notice, Case number [Case No.], Page -3his needs allow him sufficient income to provide alimony for the Plaintiff.
Defendant should pay to Plaintiff as alimony the sum of $850.00 per month, beginning
April, 1999 and continuing thereafter for the period of six ( 6 ) years.
7.

The present distribution of personal property should be confirmed.

8.

Plaintiff should be awarded the possession of the home and real property of the parties.
The property should be appraised, with the parties dividing the cost of said appraisal onehalf to each party.
The equity of the parties will befixedas of this date and the Defendant will be awarded
his equity when the youngest the child reaches the age of eighteen (18), Plaintiff
remarries, or Plaintiff voluntarily sells the home, whichever event occurs first.

9.

Plaintiff shall be required to assume and pay the following debts and obligations and
indemnify the Defendant therefrom:
a.

Dr. Farley;

b.

Nephi Medical Clinic;

c.

JC Penney;

d.

Mervyn's;

e.

Sears;

f.

Swift Cash; and

g.

The mortgage on the home and real property.

Defendant shall pay all other marital debts and obligations incurred by the parties and

)
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a.

Credit Card debt to First USA

b.

Credit Card debt to First Security Bank

c.

All other marital debt no otherwise listed in this Amended Decree of
Divorce.

10.

Defendant should be required to maintain health and medical insurance for the minor
children of the parties. Each party shall pay one-half of any medical or dental costs not
covered by said insurance. Defendant should receive a credit toward child support for
one-half of the insurance premium for the benefit of the minor children of the parties.

11.

Plaintiff should be awarded one-half of the pension plan accumulated during the marriage
in the sum of $5,907, said sum being hereby reduced to judgment. The judgment will not
bear interest until alimony terminates, at which point if said judgment has not been paid,
interest will accrue at the highest legal rate.

12.

Defendant is awarded the tax exemptions for the minor children of the parties until the
Plaintiffs income increases, thereafter the tax exemptions will be reconsidered by the
Court based upon the parties' incomes.

13.

Each party should exchange their W-2 on or before February 15th of each year, and the tax
returns should be exchanged within thirty ( 30 ) days after filing the same.

14.

The Court finds that the Plaintiff is unable to pay her own attorney's fees and is therefor
in need of assistance from the Defendant, that the Defendant has the ability to contribute

)

Notice, Case number [Case No.], Page -5Plaintiff are reasonable and have been necessarily incurred.

Accordingly, Defendant should pay to Plaintiff the sum of $1000.00 for the use and
benefit of her attorney's fees.
From the foregoing Findings of Fact, the Court now enters its:
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

Plaintiff is granted a Decree of Divorce from the Defendant dissolving the bonds of
matrimony heretofore existing between the parties.

2.

Plaintiff and Defendant are awarded joint custody of the minor children of the parties
with Plaintiff being awarded the actual physical custody, care and control of said minor
children, subject to Defendant's reasonable rights of visitation which should be in
accordance with the Utah State Guidelines, in addition to any additional visitations as the
parties may agree upon.

3.

Defendant is ordered to pay to Plaintiff as child support the sum of $ 1,216.00 per month.
Said cMM support payments shall be paid one-half on the 5th and on-half on the 20th of
each month beginning April 5,1999, and continuing thereafter until further order of the
Court.

4.

Defendant is ordered to pay Plaintiff as alimony the sum of $850.00 per month, beginning
April, 1999 and continuing thereafter for the period of six ( 6 ) years.

5.

The present distribution of personal property is confirmed.

6.

Plaintiff is awarded the possession of the home and real property of the parties. The
property should be appraised, with the parties dividing the cost of said appraisal one-half

.;
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to each party.
The equity of the parties will be fixed as of this date and the Defendant will be awarded
his equity when the youngest the child reaches the age of eighteen (18), Plaintiff
remarries, or Plaintiff voluntarily sells the home, whichever event occurs first.
7.

Plaintiff shall be required to assume and pay the following debts and obligations and
indemnify the Defendant therefrom:
1.

Dr. Farley;

2.

Nephi Medical Clinic;

3.

JC Penney;

4.

Mervyn's;

5.

Sears;

6.

Swift Cash; and

7.

The mortgage on the home and real property.

Defendant shall pay all other marital debts and obligations incurred by the parties and
indemnify the Plaintiff therefrom including the following:

8.

a.

Credit Card debt to First USA

b.

Credit Card debt to First Security Bank

c.

All other marital debt no otherwise listed in this Amended Decree of Divorce.

Defendant shall be required to maintain health and medical insurance for the minor
children of the parties. Each party shall pay one-half of any medical or dental costs not
^nv^rpH hv said insurance. Defendant will receive a credit toward child support for one-

)

Notice, Case number [Case No.], Page -7half of the insurance premium for the benefit of the minor children of the parties.
9.

Plaintiff is awarded one-half of the pension plan accumulated during the marriage in the
sum of $5,907, said sum being hereby reduced to judgment. The judgment will not bear
interest until alimony terminates, at which point if said judgment has not been paid,
interest will accrue at the highest legal rate.

10.

Defendant is awarded the tax exemptions for the minor children of the parties until the
Plaintiffs income increases, thereafter the tax exemptions will be reconsidered by the
Court based upon the parties' incomes.

11.

Each party shall exchange their W-2 on or before February 15th of each year, and the tax
returns should be exchanged within thirty (30) days after filing the same.

12.

Defendant should pay to Plaintiff the sum of $ 1000.00 for the use and benefit of her
attorney's fees.
Dated this \if

day of September, 1 999 -*4--)-—

izfc>/—^_

"^^u^Mlu^ii
Louisp. Tervort
7
DISTRICT COURT/JUDGE
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MAILING CERTIFICATE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I personally mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing on
this

\^E>

day of

<

^^^p)t -

, 1999, by first-class U.S. Mail, postage prepaid,

to the following:
Brian C. Harrison
3651 North 100 East, Suite 300
Provo, Utah 84604

Bruce Reading
261 East 300 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
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CHRISTINE RASMUSSEN,
Plaintiff,

^ ^

niPUTY

AMENDED DECREE OF
DIVORCE
Case No. 984600151

LYNN JAMES RASMUSSEN,
Defendant.

Assigned Judge: LOUIS G. TERVORT

This matter having come on regularly for hearing on the 29th day of March, 1999. Plaintiff
appearing in person and being represented by her attorney, Brian C. Harrison, and the Defendant
appearing in person and being represented by his attorney, Randy Robinson, and the court having
considered the evidence submitted by the parties and being fully advised in the premises therein,
and having entered its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED:
1.

Plaintiff is granted a Decree of Divorcefromthe Defendant dissolving the bonds of
matrimony heretofore existing between the parties.

2.

Plaintiff and Defendant are awarded joint custody of the minor children of the parties
with* Plaintiff being awarded the actual physical custody, care and control of said minor
children, subject to Defendant's reasonable rights of visitation which should be in
accordance with the Utah State Guidelines, in addition to any additional visitation as the

Notice, Case number [Case No.], Page -2parties may agree upon.
3.

Defendant is ordered to pay to Plaintiff as child support the sum of $ 1,216.00 per month.
Said child support payments shall be paid one-half on the 5th and on-half on the 20th of

^.

each month beginning April 5, 1999, and continuing thereafter until further order of the Court.
4.

Defendant is ordered to pay to Plaintiff as alimony the sum of $850.00 per month,
beginning April, 1999 and continuing thereafter for the period of six (6 ) years.

5.

The present distribution of personal property is confirmed.

6.

Plaintiff is awarded the possession of the home and real property of the parties. The
property shall be appraised, with the parties dividing the cost of said appraisal one-half to
each party.
The equity of the parties will be fixed and the Defendant will be awarded his equity when
the youngest the child reaches the age of eighteen (18 ), Plaintiff remarries, or Plaintiff
voluntarily sells the home, whichever event occurs first.
i

7.

Plaintiff shall be required to assume and pay the following debts and obligations and
indemnify the Defendant therefrom:
a.

Dr. Farley;

b.

Nephi Medical Clinic;

c.

JC Penney;

d.

Mervyn's;

e.

Sears;

<

i

)

Notice, Case number [Case No.]. Page -3f.
Swift Cash; and
g.

The mortgage on the home and real property.

Defendant shall pay all other marital debts and obligations incurred by the parties and
indemnify the Plaintiff therefrom including the following:
a.

Credit Card debt to First USA

b.

Credit Card debt to First Security Bank

c.

All other marital debt no otherwise listed in this Amended Decree of
Divorce.

8.

Defendant shall be required to maintain health and medical insurance for the minor
children of the parties. Each party shall pay one-half of any medical or dental costs not
covered by said insurance. Defendant will receive a credit toward child support for onehalf of the insurance premium for the benefit of the minor children of the parties.

9.

Plaintiff is awarded one-half of the pension plan accumulated during the marriage in the
sum of $5,907, said sum being hereby reduced to judgment. The judgment will not bear
interest until alimony terminates, at which point if said judgment has not been paid,
interest will accrue at the highest legal rate.

10.

Defendant is awarded the tax exemptions for the minor children of the parties until the
Plaintiffs income increases, thereafter the tax exemptions will be reconsidered by the
Court based upon the parties' incomes.

11.

Each party shall exchange their W-2 on or before February 15th of each year, and the tax

Notice, Case number [Case No.], Page -4returns should be exchanged within thirty (30) days after filing the same.
12.

Defendant should pay to Plaintiff the sum of $ 10

(erne and benefit of her

attorney's fees.

»jf. day of September, 199SJ-

Dated this

I HEREBY CERTIFY that I personally mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing on
this \ ^ ^

day of

^ ^ c\\-

> 1999, by first-class U.S. Mail, postage prepaid,

to the following:
Brian C. Harrison
3651 North 100 East, Suite 300
Provo, Utah 84604

Bruce Reading
261 East 300 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

i
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1
2

approximately $3,176?
A.

3
4

That's correct.
MS. ROBINSON:

evidence.

MR. HARRISON:

6

THE COURT:

8
9
10
11

I'd like to introduce this as

This is monthly income.

5

7

/

No objection.

Okay, Exhibit 23 is admitted.

(Exhibit No. 23 received into evidence)
Q.

BY MS. ROBINSON:

Now Mr. Rasmussen, since

you and Ms. Rasmussen have been separated, what would
you estimate your monthly expenses to be?
A.

Well, it's going to vary.

Right now rent

12

runs about $350 a month, or right at $350 a month for

13

my room that I live in.

14

been pretty heavy.

15

testimony, we haven't had the option of having a lot

16

of things for them to do, so on the weekends when I've

17

had them, I've probably spent between $50 to $60 for

18

food, and also for entertainment with them.

19

Christmas involved.

20

between $1800 to $2000 a month.

21

Q.

The cost of the children has

As I indicated in earlier

We've had

I would probably $ay right

Could I get you to look at what's marked as

22

Plaintiff's Exhibit 24 and see if that would be an

23

accurate assessment of what your monthly expenses have

24

been since separation.

25

MR. HARRISON:

Do you have a copy of that?
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1

interprets to be not less than statutory.

2

the parties can agree to visitation beyond statutory

3

minimum, and then the Court would commend them for

4

their ability to do that.

5

Certainly

The Court finds in this matter that for

6

purposes of establishing child support that the

7

defendant has an income of $4,075 per month.

8

just rornded these figures off for the sake that they

9

won't really affect the amount of child support under

I've

10

the guidelines, but for sake of making it easy to do

11

math I've rounded them off.

12

income of $175 per month, and that based upon four

13

children, I think his percentage would be 96 percent

14

and hers would be four percent, and I think -- you can

15

do the math on this and check me if I'm right, but it

16

comes to about $1216 per month as child support.

17

Again, you can do that math on that, and if my math is

18

wrong we'll go by a better math person than myself.

19

That the plaintiff has an

The Court further finds in this matter that

20

the plaintiff is entitled to alimony from the

21

defendant, and the Court has looked at this and looked

22

at this, and I know what the guidelines say and the

23

law says about awarding alimony, but you can't award

24

more alimony than is available, and based upon the

25

incomes of the parties and the expenses that are
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expenses.

The Court found that the expenses were

$1800 a month.
the $1800.

I'm unsure how the Court arrived at

The problem I have is that in the

affidavit that was supplied in the form of his
financial declaration, it was somewhere in the
neighborhood of $2600.

So obviously the Court found

that sotue of those expenses were not appropriate, and
it needed to be modified.

It would be helpful for me

to understand which of those areas the Court found
inappropriate and how it arrived at the $1800.
That, I think, is a fairly easy housekeeping
chore for the Court to help me with, but the bigger
question I have is in the award of alimony.

As you

know, under the Jones factors, we have to determine
that she has a need, and no question she has a need.
But the opposite side of that argument is whether or
not her spouse has the ability to pay.
Now as I looked at the findings, it appears
that the numbers were used -- the gross numbers, the
gross income of my client, Mr. Rasmussen.

The Court

found that he makes $4,075 per month gross, and I
think that is an accurate statement.

The reason why I

say it'c an accurate statement is I have a paycheck
stub here from December 17th, 1998 that gives me that
amount uithin one dollar, so I presume that's where it

I

came from.
THE COURT:

I think from my recollection

there wi*s not too much contest over what his income
was.
MR. READING:

Absolutely.

The concern I

have, though, your Honor, is one of the things that
wasn't considered by the Court, I don't believe,
because the numbers don't play out quite right, is
that there are taxes that need to be taken out of that
gross amount when we calculate alimony.
Now I went to that same paycheck stub and
found that the monthly deductions -- and the
deductions are the federal tax, Social Security tax,
the override on the unemployment withholdings -whatever, I always want to say FDIC, but that has to
do with banks. The state tax and the medical
insurance, those were the only things that were taken
out for deductions, and that amounts to $420.20 every
two weeks.
Well, when you take that out his monthly
income is $3,172 instead of the $4,075. Now if we
subtract out his $1800 living expense, that gets him
down to $1,372 left over for alimony and child
support.

If we take the child support out at $1,216,

that gets him down to $156 discretionary dollars.

